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Robert L. Chapman, Jr.

From: Robert L. Chapman, Jr.

Sent: Thursday, June 1, 2017 2:57 AM

To: 'dan@dunbarlaw.com'; 'dunbar@psblaw.com'

Subject: Harassment of Chapman Family: Cynthia Dunbar (California Public Safety Risk) Further

Harassment

June 1, 2017

Mr. Daniel W. Dunbar
Panish Shea & Boyle LLP
11111 Santa Monica Blvd #700
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Phone: (310) 477-1700
E-mail 1: dan@dunbarlaw.com
E-mail 2: dunbar@psblaw.com

Dan,

Documentation Purpose. As you again have proven unwilling and/or incapable of influencing your wife,
Cynthia Dunbar, in her determination to harass members of my family, this E-mail’s purpose is to legally
document yesterday afternoon’s further harassment.

Harassed While Minding My Own Business on Land in Front of My House: Yesterday at around 4:20
p.m., several hours into doing some yard work on land in front of my house, your wife determined to leave her
own property on Paseo del Mar, walk 100 meters or so down Via Horcada to my property, apparently with the
sole purpose of harassing me. Harassing my wife over the last three years apparently was not enough (see
below). In perhaps the most illogical and perhaps delusional request I may ever have heard, your wife, again
who unsolicited walked from her property a long distance down to mine, began what evolved into a critical rant
about me with, “You know. I leave you alone. Why don’t you give me the same courtesy?” I responded by
stating the obvious, “Doesn’t seem like you are leaving me alone right now.” Your wife then replied, “No, no
because I had to come and tell you that, really. I don’t ever want to see you. I don’t ever want to …” I
interrupted her, puzzled, asking, “Why are you coming over to me?” Your wife then entered some kind of
delusional state, replying falsely, “Because you came over and said something to me …” I again had to
interrupt her lunacy, correcting her false statement, “I didn’t come over. I’ve been sitting in the dirt the whole
time.” [Note: with no less than a five PVEPD officers investigating the burglary across the street, any of them
could confirm I didn’t move off the dirt in front of my home]. Your wife then changed her story quite
materially, though still either delusional or deceitful: “I heard you say something to me. You know it and you
said things to the neighbors and they told me.” At this point, I’d had enough of her crazy harassment and told
her in no uncertain terms I’d heard enough of her insecure nonsense.

Your Influence: Clearly, presuming you have admonished her to leave me alone and stop harassing me or my
wife, you have little to no influence over her behavior. Thus, I won’t even bother requesting of you yet again to
attempt to persuade her to end her unstable deportment vis-à-vis me and my family. Trust me, Dan, I really,
really feel sorry for you. I cannot imagine what it must be like having to live with a convicted drug felon so
prone to this kind of erratic, anti-social behavior. You are too nice of a guy to have to endure this kind of “life
partner.” With a sweet, loving, rational and stable wife of my own, I am especially empathetic as I have been
so blessed with a wife of antithetical emotional stability.
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Acknowledgement: Please simply reply acknowledging receipt of this E-mail so that I shall not have any need
to discuss/E-mail it further with you.

RLCjr

From: Robert L. Chapman, Jr.
Sent: Sunday, September 25, 2016 9:10 AM
To: 'dan@dunbarlaw.com'; 'dunbar@psblaw.com'
Subject: Harassment of Chapman Family: Cynthia Dunbar Declared by State of California "Public Safety Risk"

September 25, 2016

Mr. Daniel W. Dunbar
Panish Shea & Boyle LLP
11111 Santa Monica Blvd #700
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Phone: (310) 477-1700
E-mail 1: dan@dunbarlaw.com
E-mail 2: dunbar@psblaw.com

Dan,

You and your family should be aware that every time I hear that someone has made false, pejorative claims about me
relating to the conflict between my family and yours, and only when this occurs, my response is to defend my reputation
by transmitting the E-mail string below. This has proven consistently eye opening to those made aware of the truth.

Last night such an event occurred, and I have responded accordingly. It would seem the best advice one could give is for
you, your wife and others simply not to mention my name at all if doing so is accompanied by false and defamatory
statements. If I don’t hear of such false commentary about me or my family sourced from your family or related parties, I
have little incentive to inform others of the true background, history and character of Cindy Dunbar or others sharing her
family name. Essentially, we all coexist quietly with no overlap whatsoever, which has been my goal since this all turned
south two years ago.

Though it is obvious from present outcomes that your influence on steering your family upward is less than firm, perhaps
this little reminder will provide you with some incentive to find a way. I hope your niece’s recent wedding celebration
was a great success and you continue to flourish at PS&B.

RLCjr

From: Robert L. Chapman, Jr.
Sent: Sunday, September 25, 2016 8:52 AM
To: REDACTED
Subject: Harassment of Chapman Family: Cynthia Dunbar Declared by State of California "Public Safety Risk"

Before [redacted] casts me or anyone in any particular light, he should be made aware of the truth (i.e., the
facts). I am very proud of my behavior in how I defended my wife’s peace and safety. The facts substantiate
that my response to Cindy Dunbar was proportionate to the threat she posed. I would have been “crazy” NOT
to take these actions and thus leave my family at higher risk of harm by this unstable person.

The following is a basic summary. After I learned in mid-2014 of Cindy Dunbar’s duplicitously and frequently
casting aspersions about me (while acting like my friend to my face) and her having been declared a public
safety risk by the State following her being convicted of felony drug charges, I determined to exclude her
from any social or other interaction with me or my family. This rejection led to her erratic, dangerous
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harassment of me and particularly my wife over multiple incidences. With few options available to me after
Dan Dunbar failed to honor his commitment to “take care of it,” I determined to disseminate the complete set of
facts via Email to the neighborhood and related parties in the hope that such social consequence would halt her
offensive and harassing behavior (that is the part I suspect Dunbar wants to label as “crazy,” but in reality it was
my reaction to the real “crazy”). So far (four months later), this consequence has proven impactful, as Cindy
Dunbar has not harassed my wife over that period.

Start at the bottom and work your way up, and please feel very free to forward this Email with no modification
to [redacted].

From: Robert L. Chapman, Jr.
Sent: Saturday, May 21, 2016 3:01 PM
To: 'Daniel Dunbar (dan@dandunbarlaw.com)'; 'Daniel W. Dunbar (dunbar@psblaw.com)'
Subject: Harassment of Chapman Family: Cynthia Dunbar Declared by State of California "Public Safety Risk"

May 21, 2016

Mr. Daniel W. Dunbar
Panish Shea & Boyle LLP
11111 Santa Monica Blvd #700
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Phone: (310) 477-1700
E-mail 1: dan@dunbarlaw.com
E-mail 2: dunbar@psblaw.com

Dan,

Documentation Purpose. As you have proven unwilling and/or incapable of influencing your wife, Cynthia Dunbar, in
her determination to harass Jennifer Hope, this E-mail’s purpose is to legally document this morning’s further harassment
(see final paragraph).

Cynthia Dunbar Was Declared a “Public Safety Risk” by the State of California on September 29, 2010 (see
attached Acrobat page 12 of 17, or click here). As you are aware, your wife is a convicted felon, related to drug charges,
and recently was sentenced to jail. The State of California determined her to be a “public safety risk.” These facts,
combined with her erratic and unpredictable behavior, amongst other unfavorable exhibitions of character, have led my
family, including Jennifer Hope, to make clear to her that her engagement with us in any fashion is absolutely
unwanted. Please see July 4, 2014 E-mail below, supporting this contention.

Continued Harassment. Since that date in 2014, Cynthia Dunbar has persisted in harassing Jennifer Hope. Harassing
behavior includes, but is not limited to, your wife’s abusive critical commentary about me verbalized both directly to me
or Jennifer, or to third parties while they were in the immediate presence of both our family member(s) and such a third
party. Her harassment also includes refusing to cease and desist in closely engaging Jennifer in unilateral dialog, as well
as behavior that could be considered “stalking” (see below).

Harassment Defined. Cynthia Dunbar’s actions toward my family serve no legitimate purpose. Constituting illegal
harassment, your wife has no legitimate need to engage or otherwise communicate to/about my family in our
presence. Instead, her intent patently is to harass me and Jennifer. In no uncertain written terms (see below), she has been
informed formally that we request/demand that she not engage us in any fashion. However, due to her clear desire to
harass our family, Cynthia Dunbar has persisted to harass us despite our initiating no interaction with her whatsoever.

Today’s Harassment: 05/21/2016
Time: approximately 9:45 am
Parties: JCH (Jennifer Hope) and CLD (Cynthia Lea Dunbar)
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Background: As JCH drove southwest down Via Horcada en route to Vons grocery store, CLD was walking alongside
her home at 716 Paseo del Mar, but upon seeing JCH appeared to run toward her driveway.

Harassment: JCH parked in the Vons parking lot and then entered Vons to pick up various groceries for her young
daughter. Within five minutes after entering Vons, JCH was approached suddenly by CLD in Aisle # 9. Despite JCH
attempting to remain disengaged from CLD, CLD persisted in loudly speaking at JCH. As it appeared CLD would not
cease harassing JCH, JCH turned around toward CLD and demanded, " Do not talk to me." CLD, however, continued
talking at JCH. JCH then reiterated, "We've asked you not to talk to us." CLD responded that if I (RLCjr) didn’t want
CLD to talk to the family then I (RLCjr) could request that. JCH then responded firmly, "I'm asking you. Do not talk to
me." CLD replied that it was her “right” to talk to anyone to whom she wanted. JCH, seeing the futility in trying to
persuade CLD to cease her harassment, walked away.

Conclusion: Jennifer now states, “I felt very unsettled that CLD not only approached me after numerous demands that
she no longer harass us, but also that she follows me outside of my home, including making sudden and seemingly
motivated-to-harass me U-turns in her car when she sees me while I'm on a quiet walk through the neighborhood with my
16 month old daughter, parking her car in the middle of the street [my walking path] and thereafter getting out to approach
me to talk negatively about my “husband,” and now following me to the grocery store. CLD, who is a convicted felon and
was declared a public safety risk by the State, is a psychologically negative force in my life and I wish to have nothing to
do with her. I hope that she can respect my wishes to spare her unwanted chatter, as I do not feel safe in her presence.”

Sincerely,

Robert L. Chapman, Jr.

Attachment: Dunbar Cynthia Felony Drug Conviction.pdf

From: Robert L. Chapman, Jr.
Sent: Thursday, May 5, 2016 9:30 AM
To: Daniel Dunbar (dan@dandunbarlaw.com); Daniel W. Dunbar (dunbar@psblaw.com)
Subject: Harassment of Chapman Family: Restraint of Cynthia Dunbar

May 5, 2016
9:30 a.m. PST

Mr. Daniel W. Dunbar
Panish Shea & Boyle LLP
11111 Santa Monica Blvd #700
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Phone: (310) 477-1700
E-mail 1: dan@dunbarlaw.com
E-mail 2: dunbar@psblaw.com

Dan,

On February 3, 2015, over one year ago, I wrote to you (see below), “This is the last time I beseech you to find a means of
restraining your wife from any interaction with my family.” However, in the spirit of giving her (and thus you) one truly
final opportunity to avoid material consequences for her harassment, I called you this morning and am following up that
call with this written correspondence.

Indeed, I appreciate your returning my multiple phone calls to you this morning regarding the continued, nearly two-year
harassment of my family by your wife Cynthia Dunbar. That being said, just to avoid a claim to the contrary, should I not
receive a reply E-mail acknowledging your receipt of this E-mail, I shall assume that you have determined tactically not to
confirm receipt. Consequently, I shall be compelled to begin a process of implementing alternative means of forcing your
wife to cease and desist her harassment.
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During these past nearly two years, there has not been any 3-4 month period during which Jennifer and/or I have walked
down our home street of Via Horcada without Cynthia Dunbar initiating harassing dialog with one/both of
us. Essentially, on nearly every occasion where your wife had the opportunity to harass my family, she has done
so. Harassing behavior includes, but is not limited to, your wife’s abusive critical commentary about me verbalized both
directly to me or Jennifer, or to third parties while they were in the immediate presence of both our family member(s) and
such a third party. Overall, we desire and again formally demand absolutely no interaction initiated by Cynthia Dunbar
with the Chapman family. This is a reasonable neighbor-to-neighbor relationship, as your wife has no legitimate need to
engage or otherwise communicate to/about my family in our presence.

The reason for my repeated demand is that Cynthia Dunbar’s actions toward my family serve no legitimate
purpose. Instead, her intent patently is to harass me and Jennifer. In no uncertain written terms (see below), she has been
informed formally that we request/demand that she not engage us in any fashion. However, due to her clear desire to
harass our family, Cynthia Dunbar has persisted to harass us despite our initiating no interaction with her whatsoever.

Dan, this indeed is the very last time I ask you to intercede in this matter. I hereby acknowledge that you respond today
during our conversation that you committed to take actions to cause your wife to cease interaction with my
family. However, I vow to you that even one single future harassing action by Cynthia Dunbar toward any member of my
family, which would prove beyond reasonable doubt that you are either unwilling or unable to thwart her harassment, will
lead to an immediate legal and perhaps social consequence.

It is unfortunate that we have gotten to this point in our own relationship (that previously had including friendly tennis
matches and other social enjoyment). However, I put my family’s legal right not to be harassed by Cynthia Dunbar as a
priority over other relationships such as yours/mine.

Sincerely,

Robert L. Chapman, Jr.

From: Robert L. Chapman, Jr.
Sent: Tuesday, February 3, 2015 4:44 PM
To: 'Daniel Dunbar (dan@dandunbarlaw.com)'; 'Daniel W. Dunbar (dunbar@psblaw.com)'
Subject: RE: Restraint of Cynthia Dunbar

Thanks, Dan. Trinity is a blessing beyond my highest hopes and expectations. I am a lucky man to have these two girls
in my life.

I am sorry to have to be so formal with you regarding your wife (in addition to having no longer a friendship with
you). Cindy truly is an unpredictable risk that I just cannot allow to play any part, however small, in my family’s life. I
appreciate all you can do to eliminate her apparent desire to engage us in any way.

From: Dan Dunbar [mailto:dunbar@psblaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 4:38 PM
To: Robert L. Chapman, Jr.
Subject: RE: Restraint of Cynthia Dunbar

Message received. Congrats on baby.

Dan Dunbar - Attorney
Panish Shea & Boyle LLP
11111 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 700
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Tel: (310) 477-1700
Fax: (310) 477-1699
Email: dunbar@psblaw.com
Web: www.psblaw.com
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Received: from p3plibsmtp03-02.prod.phx3.secureserver.net (68.178.213.114) by
P3PWEX2HT001.ex2.secureserver.net (184.168.131.197) with Microsoft SMTP
Server id 14.2.318.1; Tue, 3 Feb 2015 17:38:46 -0700
Received: from us-smtp-delivery-117.mimecast.com ([63.128.21.117]) by
p3plibsmtp03-02.prod.phx3.secureserver.net with bizsmtp id
o0el1p00m2XaAvz010emh7; Tue, 03 Feb 2015 17:38:47 -0700
Received: from LAMAIL-01.PSandB.local (rrcs-173-196-148-51.west.biz.rr.com
[173.196.148.51]) (Using TLS) by us-mta-10.us.mimecast.lan; Tue, 03 Feb 2015
19:38:44 -0500
Received: from LAMAIL-01.PSandB.local (192.168.254.207) by
LAMAIL-01.PSandB.local (192.168.254.207) with Microsoft SMTP Server (TLS) id
15.0.995.29; Tue, 3 Feb 2015 16:37:31 -0800
Received: from LAMAIL-01.PSandB.local ([fe80::14c8:c34c:24fc:be68]) by
LAMAIL-01.PSandB.local ([fe80::14c8:c34c:24fc:be68%12]) with mapi id
15.00.0995.028; Tue, 3 Feb 2015 16:37:31 -0800
From: Dan Dunbar <dunbar@psblaw.com>
To: "Robert L. Chapman, Jr." <chapman@chapcap.com>
Subject: RE: Restraint of Cynthia Dunbar
Thread-Topic: Restraint of Cynthia Dunbar
Thread-Index: AdBAEjg7f/HkuB0kTJ2grxBnmuA+PgAAH8sg
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2015 00:37:31 +0000
Message-ID: <e97c80b5a20341b2b800de00d58d1fbf@LAMAIL-01.PSandB.local>
References: <DCE410BF82D7424A99455E0D29908C4D01ADCB70@P3PWEX2MB003.ex2.secureserver.net>
In-Reply-To: <DCE410BF82D7424A99455E0D29908C4D01ADCB70@P3PWEX2MB003.ex2.secureserver.net>
Accept-Language: en-US
Content-Language: en-US
X-MS-Has-Attach:
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator:
x-originating-ip: [192.168.254.78]
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-MC-Unique: 5S4G94piQ46btMoUjBDxBw-1
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="_000_e97c80b5a20341b2b800de00d58d1fbfLAMAIL01PSandBlocal_"
Return-Path: dunbar@psblaw.com
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource: P3PWEX2HT001.ex2.secureserver.net
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Anonymous

From: Robert L. Chapman, Jr.
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 4:34 PM
To: 'Daniel Dunbar (dan@dandunbarlaw.com)'; 'Daniel W. Dunbar (dunbar@psblaw.com)'
Subject: Restraint of Cynthia Dunbar

February 3, 2015

Dan,

Though you either disregarded or disrespected my July 4, 2014 E-mail message to you below (based on not even a
perfunctory response from you), I am sending this message to you purely out of self interest in the hope that you can find
a way to restrain your wife from interacting with any member of my family. I recommend that you, at a minimum, show
me the smallest sign of regard for my status a victim to some extent of your wife’s apparent mental instability, and at least
reply to this E-mail. Though it would be entirely appropriate for you to apologize on behalf of your wife, it seems that
does not match either your character or desire to survive what may be the unfathomable matrimonial wrath you could
endure should you do so.
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In July 2014, in explicit terms, I explained why I was “done” with your wife (see below). On the date of my doing so,
your wife, after using her car to attempt to block my car from returning home on Via Horcada, wildly sped down the
street, entered my property without invitation or permission, screamed at me through my garage door, and then circled the
perimeter of my home, peering into doors and windows, before leaving the property. Weeks later, upon seeing Jennifer
(my fiancé) walking alone down Paseo del Mar at the 500/600 block intersection, your wife made a screeching illegal U-
turn in order to drive slowly alongside Jennifer and attempt to stare her down. As if this was not erratic behavior enough,
on November 4, 2014, your wife stopped her car half way down your driveway into Via Horcada, exited her car, and
proceeded to accost Jennifer. Despite Jennifer explicitly responding, “I have nothing to say to you”, your wife continued
walking behind a slowly (since pregnant) fleeing target. One would think that the combination of my explicit July 4, 2014
E-mail below with Jennifer’s explicit statement of no interest in interaction would have led to your wife resisting any urge
to interact with my family. Yet, this has not been sufficient it seems.

Today at around 3:00 p.m., my extended family was walking peacefully with our daughter in carriage away from our
home on Via Horcada. As we passed your home, with rationale I cannot fathom given our prior explicit instructions to
her, your wife approached our baby’s carriage and attempted to engage us in order to “see the baby.” As your wife’s
emotional and psychological (not to mention chemical) state is unpredictable, and she was declared a “public safety risk”
by no less than the state of California, I desired to manage the risk to my child and accordingly responded with as polite a
deflection as possible, stating, “We’re not having her interact with anyone today.” As I am certain you will not be
surprised to learn, your wife replied by casting various aspersions about me (in front of my family) before directing her
pejorative commentary about me to a child apparently named “Andrea.” In the interest of not “disturbing the beast,”
particularly given the peaceful walk I was having w/ my family, I ignored your wife and continued walking.

This is the last time I beseech you to find a means of restraining your wife from any interaction with my
family. Moreover, I encourage you to guide her to the wisdom of not mentioning my name in a slanderous manner to
another person. The consequences of her taking either of these actions shall be serious.

Respectfully,

Robert L. Chapman, Jr.

From: Robert L. Chapman, Jr.
Sent: Friday, July 04, 2014 8:22 AM
To: Daniel Dunbar (dan@dandunbarlaw.com) (dan@dandunbarlaw.com)
Subject: Cindy's Inquiry

Out of respect for you, I am forwarding this E-mail to you and (outside Jenn) only to you. You should be aware of the
self-restraint I have exhibited for years now, but can no longer tolerate.

I have little doubt that matrimonial ties are stronger than any I could have built with you over the past seven years. As
such, I understand if we no longer interact beyond the occasional wave and smile. Though not my preference, I cannot
imagine the pain and suffering you would endure should you be deemed to be friends with “the enemy.”

Sorry, my friend, but Feller’s comments were the final straw. There is only so much pity and understanding one man can
have.

From: Robert L. Chapman, Jr.
Sent: Friday, July 04, 2014 8:18 AM
To: 'wifeycindy@aol.com'
Subject: Response to Your Inquiry

Cindy,

No, everything is not good, and with you consistently being exposed at the nexus of the problem, I am certain
you already knew that when you inquired. Certainly, new addition to our neighborhood and investor relations
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employee Rob Feller saw to that. Further, since you initiated this dialog, I will respond in full candor and
explicitly.

In order for there to be neither miscommunication nor opportunity for you to distort the true facts, I am taking
the time to put this in writing rather than communicate with you in person, my preferred method of dispute
resolution. If you have the character and integrity to do so, you should forward this E-mail, in its entirety and
un-redacted, to anyone to whom you feel the need or desire to “tell what happened.” I am skeptical you will do
so, instead crafting a version far more flattering to you and unflattering to me, forcing me to rectify such
prospective situation by sharing this E-mail myself.

When I first moved into my new (and first) home here on Paseo del Mar, I assiduously took the time to get to
know nearly all my new neighbors. I walked around and introduced myself to nearly everyone, from the Leslies
to the Merrill’s and all the way down to the Field’s. This has not been done by any other, to my
knowledge. For my first Christmas here in 2007, I tracked down and ordered from the Goodyear Corporation
the still shot of Bluff Cove and our properties that Greg Geiger had informed me served as the background of
that year’s print campaign, delivering blown up posters of that shot to your family and a dozen others. To be
fair, as something of an acquired taste, I recognize that my assertive and forthright approach to communication
is not for everyone, but with time good people are drawn to it and those accustomed to violating either written
or moral laws will avert it. That filtering approach, with the foundations of honesty, fairness and consequences
as foundations, has served me very well, both professionally and personally, over my nearly five decades.

For years, relations with my new neighbors were quite healthy (excluding the shamelessly unrepentant penal
and municipal law breaking Tehrani family). For Christmas 2010, nearly 40 neighbors and family members,
including practically everyone up and down Via Horcada and upper Paseo del Mar besides yours, accepted my
invitation to celebrate year-end at my private party at “Chappy Chinese” (as it’s now affectionate
called). Before and after that, I have been invited to join and socialize with Audrey Lowman and her crew next
door, have been the only neighbor invited to the Sahrorian Christmas dinner in their home across the street
every year, and enjoyed that same distinction at Mal Field’s 80th birthday party in his home just a few months
ago. When Jenny Anastassiou sadly passed away last year, her son Jimmy called me and told me I was the first
neighbor he wanted to tell given our relationship (see was a truly loving lady). Dan Leslie, my other non-
Tehrani next door neighbor for years, frequently walked un-invited “over the hedge” to hang out and discuss the
market, politics or something mechanical/scientific. Though I miss his and Scott’s presence (particularly given
their replacement), Dan and I still keep in touch. Katina Torino, one of two neighbors having real-estate related
disagreements next door with the Geiger’s, kindly and recently invited me to be her doubles partner on her
home tennis court. 101 year old Mrs. Rudd across the street from me, during her more lucid days, insisted I
escort her to the German Festival in the park. Lastly and most relevantly, your own husband and I have enjoyed
mutual respect and companionship, both on and off the tennis court. I could go on and add a few more
examples of those who have not been “alienated by” (to use Rob Feller’s words), but this will suffice for now.

However, soon after the McDannolds bought into the area, I began to hear from various neighbors that you
inexplicably were casting aspersions my way. Whether it be including your family’s invitation in every
seasonal festivity at my home, sharing time together at your dinner table discussing intimate personal matters in
both of our lives, or my taking Texas (and then Sierra) along with me for afternoon hikes, I struggled to
discover what reason I could have given you to treat me with such disdain and disrespect. Those conflicts I had
endured with the McDannold, Tehrani (and due to Trent’s own choice in how to align himself the Merrill) and
Duncan families were related entirely to illegal, PVEPC prohibited, and/or unethical real-estate related behavior
of their own initiation. Indeed, by early 2011, the McDannolds finally had finished fighting their other next-
door neighbor Jim Duncan (in the only instance in City records of one of our neighbors feeling compelled to
appeal a Planning Commission decision and obtaining its agreement that a plan was still excessively
incompatible with the neighborhood).
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I want to make one thing very clear. I never will apologize for reacting reasonably to protect the sanctity of
my (and now Jenn’s) home from those attempting to impair its peace or prosperity with selfish,
inconsiderate motives of their own. Moreover, given that the PVE Police Department, Planning Commission
and Homes Association have agreed with my stance on those neighbors’ illicit or improper behavior, for you,
Trent Merrill or anyone to impeach my own reactions thereto is unjustified and shameful.

When I heard direct and rumored versions of you saying horrible things about me, I only briefly was perturbed
by them. This was due to my having heard from one neighbor that at that time in 2010, you had just been
convicted of a drug-related felony and sentenced to jail time as a result
(www.rn.ca.gov/public/rn312676.pdf). How anyone could not pity you, irrespective of what you had done to
them, was beyond me. What a horrible month in jail and five months of home detention that must have been,
and my heart was pained for you. Combining this with your problematic family situation, until this past week I
was willing to forgive your blatant duplicity and ascribe it to turbulence derived from a lineage of deeply
embedded psychological roots.

However, when Rob Feller undeniably acknowledged your being the source of (via the Geiger’s as conduit) of
perhaps the most horrible maligning of my character and reputation, enough was enough. My pity for you and
my affection for your husband (in his most unenviable position) notwithstanding, I am lost for any logical
reason to consider you a friend in any fashion. My interaction with the Geiger family perhaps totals five to ten
minutes cumulatively over seven years – without your poisoning that well, I have injected nothing unpalatable
directly into that relationship. Greg and Jackie don’t know me at all, and I do not have any familiarity with
them. The peak of my family interaction with the Geiger’s is my complimenting Grant on his skateboarding
skills some years ago in front of my driveway.

Really, Cindy, I am not sure what pleasure you derive from maligning me or other neighbors who have
contributed positively to you. When to my face you falsely labeled as a “racist” Audrey Lowman - my dear
friend, consistently faithful, and similarly damaged by our law breaking, mutually bordering neighbor Masoud
Tehrani, I was appalled and obviously acted on moral obligation to alert her to this false claim. Thus, I suppose
I should not have been surprised at the comfort with which you slander me to others, some of whom you
incorrectly estimate will not then inform me of your actions – you knew I was close to Audrey Lowman but still
maligned her without any apparent hesitation.

So, in conclusion, the extremely hurtful comments you made indirectly to Rob Feller were the final straw. I no
longer can either ignore, or write off to your being sentenced to jail or a volatile family life, you damaging my
reputation in my own neighborhood (if not a much wider radius). Just as I determined not to tolerate Ellen
Vargas/Theodora’s hurtful behavior toward the love of my life (Jennifer – perhaps the sweetest, most “lovely”
to quote you, and least worthy of such disdainful actions of any human on Earth), I no longer will tolerate
yours. Feel free to continue your unfair and unjustified smear campaign - misinform Lily Kaminskas of
Tehrani-alleged, felonious actions falsely reported and 100% impossible of my doing. If you feel yet again the
related need to attempt to entrap me in a false confession of those impossibly committed acts (and a list of
others) via a series of text-message interrogatories, type away at your keypad to your satisfaction.

I, however, am done with your duplicity.

RLCjr

From: wifeycindy@aol.com [mailto:wifeycindy@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2014 5:23 PM
To: Robert L. Chapman, Jr.
Subject:
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hey, everything good? jennifer was her lovely self but i got the cold shoulder from you. perhaps i am just sensitive and if
so sorry and all good. cindy
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R. Lewis Chapman, Jr.�

X�

5'10"�

170 lbs.�

Caucasian�

Black�

Brown�

50�

06/27/1996�

1007 N. Sepulveda Blvd. #129  Manhattan Beach, CA  90267         (949) 484-6244�

BMW X5 - 2015; Toyota Yaris - 2013�

7JYD430/CA and 7NNZ761/CA�

Cynthia Lea Dunbar�

X�

5'5" - 5'7"�

140 - 160 lbs.�

Caucasian�

Brown�

Don't know�

63�

03/14/1954�

716 Paseo del Mar                       Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274        (310) 850-2651�

?/CA�

Lexus RX350 (don't know year)�

6YYW526/CA�

Don't know�

Don't know�

Cindy Dunbar�

Don't know�

Jennifer Chapman�

02/27/1985�

F�

Caucasian�
























